safe TUG games
Playing tug with your dog is a great physical exercise and way to bond
with your dog. There are some important rules to put in place, so the
game is safe and enjoyable for everyone.
Why tug is a good game
Tug is a great energy burner and
a good way to physically exercise
your dog. And it is a lot of fun, if
played correctly. Furthermore, it
teaches the dog to control where
they put their teeth (never on
human skin or clothes!).
A tug game can also be used as a
very efficient, high-value reinforcer
for a dog.
Studies have shown that playing
tug does not increase aggression in
a dog as was believed in the past.

Adults only
Because of the physical nature of
the game and the importance to
stick to the rules, young children
should not play tug with a dog.
There are other - safer - games
they can play, such as fetch.

Rules of tug.
• Dog takes the toy on cue (e.g.
‘take it‘) rather than yanking it
from the human’s hand.
• Dog let’s go of the toy when
asked (e.g. ‘give’, ‘let go’).
• Dog does not put teeth or
paws on human).

Teaching the ‘let go’ cue.
Show the dog the toy and move
it in an excitable manner. Do not
push the toy in your dog’s face.
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Rather, move it away from the dog
to entice them. Some dogs need
a little time to get the hang of it,
so don’t give up too quickly. If your
dog really doesn’t enjoy tug, find
another game to play with them.
If your dog grabs the toy, praise
them enthusiastically (‘good dog,
good dog!’) and play a little tug
with them. Do not be too energetic
those first few times and keep the
play bouts brief.
Then say‘ let go’ or ‘give’ (choose
whatever cue you like) and
• very quickly grab as much
of the toy as you can, pull it
between your knees and stop
all movement (best if you sit
on a chair or kneel on the floor
for this); then wait until the
dog let’s go of the toy or stops
trying to get to the toy, OR
• hold a treat to your dog’s nose
until they let go of the toy.
When the dog lets go of the toy,
immediately praise them and
resume play. You can also give a
treat after the dog lets go of the
toy. However, some dogs may not
take the treat because they are
more interested in playing tug
while others may stop playing
tug because they are now more
interested in food. Don’t use food in
those cases. Continuation of play is
the dog’s reward.

Practice ‘let go’ in this manner until
the dog lets go of the toy five times
in a row without hesitation.

Teaching the ‘take it’ cue
Next, teach your dog not to grab
the toy before you say ‘take it’ (or
whatever you want). Put the toy
behind your back (or above your
head), then say ‘take it’ and quickly
bring the toy out and play with
your dog as before. After you say
‘let go’ and the dog releases the
toy, immediately put the toy out of
reach again and praise your dog
(optional: give a treat). Wait a few
seconds, then again say ‘take it’,
present the toy and play.
The final level is to leave the toy
in the dog’s reach, but be ready to
put it behind your back or over your
head the moment the dog goes for
it (be quick!). If the dog leaves the
toy alone, say ‘take it’ and play.

Penalty for infringements
Once you can play tug with your
dog and get reliable responses
for the ‘take it’ and ‘let go’ cues,
focus on giving penalties for teeth
or paws on human. The moment
the dog puts teeth or paws on
you, immediately stop play for 30
seconds. You can use a marker,
such as ‘oops’ when it happens, so
the dog learns which behaviour
earned them the penalty. Be
consistent with the rules.

